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Abstract : 
- We launch two opposite jets into a slow denser shell (3D hydrodynamical simulations). 
- We obtain a nebula that resembles the planetary nebula Menzel 3 (see figure).

Abstract: 
- The accretion model for the Great Eruption (GE) of Eta Carinae suggests that: 
(1) Instability in the primary and perturbation from the secondary caused the accretion of primary mass         

onto  the secondary at high rate. 
(2) The accretion was accompanied by the formation of a disk and the ejection of two opposite jets  
    perpendicular to the binary orbit. 
- Recent observations suggesting that some of the mass in equatorial directions reached more than 

10,000 km/s (Smith et al. 2018). 
- We run 3D hydrodynamical simulations of the accretion model and show that these high velocities 

are obtained in the framework of the accretion model. 
- The jets interact with the ambient gas and push it in the equatorial direction. 
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Fig1:  3D view of the mass that travels at high velocities. 
We can see that the flow creates a lower density and 
high velocity cone, that points approximately
to the same vector from the primary to the secondary.

Fig3: A density map showing a slice on the orbital plane. 
The last panel in this figure shows a temperature map. 
We can see that the cone is composed of low density and 
very hot gas.

Dashed: the gas mass at velocity 
above v, obtained from our run.

Fig2: 
Solid: the gas mass at velocity above v, 
obtained from the run, corrected for the
duration of the GE and a continuous ejection 
of mass from the primary.
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